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Executive Summary

Point to Point Encryption (P2PE) is a mechanism available to merchants and acquirers to partially de-scope their 
payment systems from Payment Card Industry Data Security Standards (PCI-DSS) requirements. The purpose 
of P2PE, as defined by the PCI Security Council, is to provide account data confidentiality and integrity from the 
POS (Point of Sale) terminal all the way to the host in the gateway/service provider. This implies the integration 
of various P2PE building blocks and procedures, ranging from the use of SRED certified POS terminals, to the 
development of secure applications and the implementation of standardised and secure key management and 
distribution systems. Up to now, traditional account data protection solutions have only been proprietary turnkey 
approaches in which the acquiring organisation has limited design choices and which may create medium and 
long term risks for the acquirer in terms of both cost and security. We can draw some lessons from the traditional 
proprietary model in order to propose an approach that avoids these risks.

In a world in which technology is increasingly based on mandated standards, Spire Payments can offer a 
standards-based solution upon which to build P2PE and with which the cost and security risks are minimised.
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Introduction

With the introduction of the P2PE scheme and associated requirements, merchants can now partially de-scope 
their systems from the full PCI-DSS assessment requirements. In principle P2PE could be built using existing 
standards, as the underlying cryptographic mechanisms MUST be based on standard algorithms and techniques.

However, the current marketplace trend is for vendors to offer non-standard solutions based on proprietary 
products and implementations. This white paper explores existing standards used to implement P2PE 
mechanisms, highlighting areas where these standards are lacking and proposing a set of recommendations 
on how to avoid single-source lock-in for P2PE deployments by basing the P2PE implementation on flexible, 
standard tools and mechanisms that are fully compliant with PCI requirements.

P2PE. A Short Primer

What exactly is P2PE? In short, P2PE is the capability of encrypting Account Data from the POS until it reaches 
the acquirer or the service provider hosts. By using encryption, merchants ensure that they are not directly 
managing Account Data, and thus partially de-scoping their payment processing solutions from a full PCI-DSS 
assessment requirement.

PCI Point to Point Encryption needs to be implemented by way of a “P2PE assessed” solution, but what does this 
mean? P2PE cannot be built by choosing a specific POS range or by including additional security at the host end. 
To explain this further we must consider the building blocks of a P2PE solution. At a minimum, a P2PE solution is 
composed of the following building blocks:

1.  An SRED-certified POI (point of interaction) Terminal (SRED = Secure Reading and Exchanging of Data). I.e. a 
POS terminal which is not only compliant with the core security requirements of the PCI PTS 3.x standard1, 
but also complies with an additional set of requirements specifically drawn-up to ensure the POI is able to 
securely encrypt User Account Data - covering topics such as key lengths, algorithms, HW tamper protection 
techniques, SW authentication and integrity.

2.  A POI Payment Application compliant with the security requirements of PCI PA-DSS, i.e. a securely developed 
and tested application that is able to make use of the SRED capabilities of the POI terminal to provide the 
adequate level of security for Account Data - covering topics such as protection of stored data, encryption of 
transmissions, application testing and application guidance.

3.  A PCI–DSS compliant end point for decryption contained in the provider or acquirer’s gateway, which may be 
based on pure cryptographic hardware (HW) solutions (an HSM) or a hybrid HW/ software (SW) solution.

4.  Adequate processes and security measures to ensure proper terminal and key management at a level 
equivalent to that required to comply with keys related to PIN processing (PCI PIN Security) – primarily the 
responsibility of the acquirer rather than the merchant.

1 The PCI PTS program also allows PCI 2.x devices to undergo additional evaluation 
to comply with the additional security requirements necessary to implement SRED.
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By now, the reader must have noted that each of the 4 building blocks involved in the implementation of a P2PE 
solution is covered by its own PCI standard based on widely known and used cryptographic and security standards. 
The extensive standardisation around data security over electronic networks is one of the major reasons why 
e-Commerce and e-tailing, among other business models, have grown exponentially over the past few years. 

Surprisingly, this flexibility does not seem to exist for P2PE. Therefore, merchants and acquirers alike are not 
experiencing the full benefits of the flexible integration of security standards and use of security building blocks 
to implement account data protection in their systems. Although based on security standards, existing account 
data protection implementations are based on one-size-fits-all vendor/proprietary solutions that are unable to take 
advantage of the inherent flexibility built into these standards. In fact, the proprietary approach used by vendors 
group together the needs of a wide range of stakeholders that are of varying size and with different technological 
objectives to offer a single generic solution. 

Tackling P2PE

With the complexity and quantity of work to be performed and the significant number of P2PE building blocks that 
make up a P2PE solution, it is understandable that the first and most natural reaction of any organisation interested 
in reducing PCI-DSS obligations through P2PE may be to deploy a one-size-fits-all vendor-proprietary solution.

While this choice might make sense from a time-to-market and short term cost point of view, there are some 
hidden consequences that merchants and acquirers alike will want to take into account:

  A vendor proprietary solution WILL LOCK THE BUYER INTO A TYPE OR FAMILY OF POIs. 

  A vendor proprietary solution WILL LOCK THE BUYER INTO A TYPE OF CRYPTOGRAPHIC SOLUTION.

The above points have consequences in terms of cost, future support, flexibility and buyer dependence on a vendor.

Dangers and Pitfalls: 

  In terms of cost, locking the payment solution into a single POI or family of POIs has the obvious drawback 
of limiting a buyer’s device choice and therefore severely limiting the buyer’s leverage when negotiating the 
commercial terms for the future purchase of POIs from the vendor.

  Also from the cost point of view, existing implementation choices are inherently limited to a specific set of 
products, meaning that a buyer may have to choose a functionally-excessive solution, i.e. a solution that offers 
much more functionality than is required, simply because the buyer will have no choice. Some organisations 
may resign themselves to accepting to pay a premium for unwanted functionalities, while others may be more 
cost conscious and more willing to define and stick to what they really need.

  Perhaps more disconcerting is the fact that a single vendor, to which a buyer is locked once the buyer has 
implemented the vendor’s proprietary P2PE solution, may arbitrarily limit the support and life-expectancy of the 
installed equipment in the field. In the most extreme situation, the unexpected discontinuation by a vendor of 
a product may render the buyer’s entire payment system obsolete and the buyer may have insufficient time or 
financial resources to allow for an orderly transition to another product or to an updated version of the product.

The conclusion to be drawn is clear, buyers must avoid, or at least limit, the use of proprietary solutions, buyers 
must avoid locking their installed base to a single vendor and the buyer must avoid being forced to purchase a 
solution that may not fit their requirements. 
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Squaring the Circle. Standardising YOUR P2PE Solution

Interestingly enough, as obvious as this conclusion may seem, it is nonetheless difficult to implement in today’s 
market. Indeed, the PCI Security Council’s initiative of offering a P2PE – compliance scheme is a very interesting 
way forward because, as stated earlier, it provides a standardised framework against which to design and test a 
P2PE solution. Unfortunately, it still does not provide the market with a standardised or easily configurable P2PE 
solution, at least until this new evaluation profile gains more traction. 

This is where Spire Payments steps in. 

The Spire Payments ethos is to think out of the box and to provide solutions to long-standing payments-related 
problems. Our product design team decided that, as part of its new “SP” family of product, it would provide a 
basis upon which the above conclusion could be implemented without resort to a vendor proprietary solution. 

Following a detailed analysis of SRED requirements and what they meant for application developers and the 
market at large, some fairly intense technical debates and large quantities of elbow grease, the “SP” family of 
Spire POS terminals was ready to undergo PCI–PTS scrutiny with an innovative and simple idea on how SRED 
should be implemented. A few weeks later, the first of the terminals with this solution was fully PCI – PTS certified 
(including not just SRED but also Open Protocols), and the rest of the “SP” family followed shortly after. 

Spire Payments enables customers to protect themselves against the risks of implementing a one-size-fits-all 
vendor-proprietary solution - including, being locked into one vendor, being unable to pick the ‘best-fit’ terminal, 
and being at the mercy of an unexpected EOL notice. Spire Payments puts the buyer back in charge, providing 
technical solutions and support for customers to arrive at the solution that is most effective, whichever vendor 
that might come from. 

In practical terms, Spire Payments’ deep belief on the importance of standards and their implementation is 
built into the design of the new inSPire software platform and development kit. inSPire benefits from standard 
applications and development methodologies, and fundamentally, by offering a standardised platform on which to 
build payment applications. Specifically, SRED compliant systems on which to base a P2PE solution:

  Like many other vendors in the industry, Spire Payments offers POI solutions based on asymmetric 
cryptography and the strength of a Public Key Infrastructure (PKI). This infrastructure can support secure 
remote connections, secure remote key loading and secure SW authentication; so far, so good.

  BUT, our platform goes much further in the use of standards by implementing well known and mature open 
source elements, such as the Linux OS, openSSL and other SW packages, in its “SP” family of terminals. This 
allows us to fulfil the paradigm of security through transparency, thanks to strong community support and the 
code scrutiny such popular Open Source components benefit from.

  Our comprehensive inSPire SDK and tools are built on this standard platform, simplifying the skill-sets 
needed by developers and integrators: NO NEED to train developers in the use of proprietary software and 
development tools since there are many Linux developers, and our inSPire SDK is based on the ever popular 
Eclipse environment.

  AND crucially, our SRED implementation is not tied to a specific set of keys or cryptographic algorithms, 
but instead provides SECURE BUILDING BLOCKS, as well as an intuitive tool chain, upon which any well-
constructed application can implement P2PE.
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In summary, our design means that we can easily implement on our terminals your SRED and P2PE requirements 
(which we can help you understand) and this implementation can also be deployed on other vendor terminals 
so long as they offer a similarly flexible approach to cryptography. Moreover, the implementation of your SRED 
and P2PE requirements can be easily modified and upgraded to comply with any new security requirements or 
to implement any required updates. Innovation is at the heart of the Spire Payments ethos. With its new “SP” 
line and inSPire SDK, Spire Payments has put the customer back in control and compliance with PCI-DSS 
requirements has never been so easy and so risk-free.
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Transaction.Interaction.Convergence
In a world of converging technologies in which e-commerce, mobile commerce, and social networks cross 
over into traditional electronic payment, Spire Payments applies its thirty years of expertise to bring to market 
innovative, highly secure and future proof devices and solutions that promote seamless payment transactions 
to all end-points around a user experience that is both interactive and rewarding. Spire Payments, the fastest 
growing European POS solutions provider, is one of the original pioneers to develop world-class secure electronic 

integration with cash register systems and self-service kiosks.

retail organisations among its customers, the Spire Payments team will always be at the forefront of progress in 
electronic payments.
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